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a b s t r a c t 

The social amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum has been recently suggested as an example of bet-hedging in 

microbes. In the presence of resources, amoebae reproduce as unicellular organisms. Resource depletion, 

however, leads to a starvation phase in which the population splits between aggregators, which form 

a fruiting body made of a stalk and resistant spores, and non-aggregators, which remain as vegetative 

cells. Spores are favored when starvation periods are long, but vegetative cells can exploit resources in 

environments where food replenishes quickly. The investment in aggregators versus non-aggregators can 

therefore be understood as a bet-hedging strategy that evolves in response to stochastic starvation times. 

A genotype (or strategy) is defined by the balance between each type of cells. In this framework, if the 

ecological conditions on a patch are defined in terms of the mean starvation time (i.e. time between the 

onset of starvation and the arrival of a new food pulse), a single genotype dominates each environment, 

which is inconsistent with the huge genetic diversity observed in nature. Here we investigate whether 

seasonality, represented by a periodic, wet-dry alternation in the mean starvation times, allows the co- 

existence of several strategies in a single patch. We study this question in a non-spatial (well-mixed) 

setting in which different strains compete for a common pool of resources over a sequence of growth- 

starvation cycles. We find that seasonality induces a temporal storage effect that can promote the stable 

coexistence of multiple genotypes. Two conditions need to be met in our model. First, there has to be 

a temporal niche partitioning (two well-differentiated habitats within the year), which requires not only 

different mean starvation times between seasons but also low variance within each season. Second, each 

season’s well-adapted strain has to grow and create a large enough population that permits its survival 

during the subsequent unfavorable season, which requires the number of growth-starvation cycles within 

each season to be sufficiently large. These conditions allow the coexistence of two bet-hedging strate- 

gies. Additional tradeoffs among life-history traits can expand the range of coexistence and increase the 

number of coexisting strategies, contributing toward explaining the genetic diversity observed in D. dis- 

coideum . Although focused on this cellular slime mold, our results are general and may be easily extended 

to other microbes. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

In Dictyostelium discoideum starvation triggers the aggregation

of free-living amoebae and the development of a multicellular

fruiting body made of reproductive spores and dead stalk cells.

During aggregation, cells do not completely exclude genetic non-

relatives and therefore chimeric fruiting bodies (made of at least

two genotypes) can be formed. Fitness in D. discoideum has been

traditionally equated to the number of spores ( Bonner, 2009 ); in

lab experiments, this has led to the establishment of a linear hi-

erarchy of genotypes (or strains) that reflects the overrepresenta-
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ion of certain genotypes in the spores of chimeras ( Fortunato et

l., 2003 ). This result points to a decrease in the number of exist-

ng strains, which is incompatible with the huge diversity observed

n natural isolates of D. discoideum ( Fortunato et al., 2003 ). Re-

ent studies have suggested, however, that this inconsistency arises

rom the one-to-one correspondence between spore number and

tness, which is likely incomplete since it ignores various other fit-

ess components, such as spore viability ( Wolf et al., 2015 ), and

he role of vegetative non-aggregated cells ( Tarnita et al., 2015 ;

ubravcic et al., 2014 ). The existence of several tradeoffs among

hese components turns the fitness of D. discoideum into a more

omplex quantity ( Wolf et al., 2015 ; Martínez-García and Tarnita,

016 ) . However, even in this more comprehensive framework co-

xistence remains puzzling and additional mechanisms need to be

onsidered. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jtbi.2017.05.019
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jtbi
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Fig 1. D. discoideum life cycle and hypothesized tradeoffs. A) The life cycle of D. 

discoideum consists of a series of growth and starvation periods. The growth phase 

starts with the arrival of a pulse of resources; upon resource exhaustion, the popu- 

lation partitions into aggregating and non-aggregating (vegetative) cells followed by 

the differentiation of aggregating cells into spores and stalk. B) A tradeoff between 

the commitment to aggregating or staying vegetative determines the bet-hedging 

strategy of each genotype. C) Three additional tradeoffs are considered: between 

division rate and spore viability (reproduction-survival tradeoff), between division 

rate and resistance to starvation (reproduction-survival tradeoff), and between divi- 

sion rate and cell size (growth-reproduction tradeoff). 
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For the purpose of this study, since mutation rates in D. dis-

oideum are very low ( Saxer et al., 2012 ), we consider that strate-

ies cannot mutate into each other, and thus multi-strain coexis-

ence can be studied within the well-established theoretical frame-

ork of species coexistence. Classic results from community ecol-

gy established that only one species can survive in communi-

ies where different species compete for one common resource

 Tilman, 1982; Hardin, 1960; Holt et al., 1994 ). Coexistence requires

hat different species be heterogeneous in the way they respond

o and affect their biotic and abiotic environment ( Chesson, 20 0 0,

marasekare, 2003, Gravel et al., 2011; Chase and Leibold, 2003 ).

. discoideum presents, however, one additional challenge: the dif-

erent strains are hypothesized to hedge their bets in response to

ncertain environmental conditions. Upon starvation, amoebae di-

ersify their commitment in the formation of the fruiting body. As

 result, some of them remain as non-aggregating vegetative cells.

ccording to some models this population partitioning could rep-

esent a risk-spreading reproductive strategy ( Tarnita et al., 2015 ;

ubravcic et al., 2014 ). Non-aggregators readily start reproducing

fter resource replenishment, but they are less resistant to starva-

ion. Spores survive longer starvation times but pay a cost when

ood recovers fast due to time-consuming fruiting body devel-

pment and delayed germination. In this theoretical framework,

ow much a strain invests in each type of cell (aggregating ver-

us non-aggregating) is a bet-hedging trait that evolves in re-

ponse to uncertainty in the starvation times: slower-recovering

nvironments, characterized by longer mean starvation periods, se-

ect for more spores; faster-recovering environments, characterized

y shorter starvation periods, select for higher investments in non-

ggregators ( Tarnita et al., 2015 ; Dubravcic et al., 2014 ). 

Spatial heterogeneity as a promoter of coexistence has recently

een studied in D. discoideum ( Tarnita et al., 2015 ) and low-to-

oderate dispersal between multiple patches has been theoret-

cally shown to allow the coexistence of several D. discoideum

trains. Here we explore the role of temporal heterogeneity (in this

ase seasonality) in fostering coexistence. This turns out to be chal-

enging because bet-hedging strategies are plastic, which allows

hem to average across different ecological conditions by reduc-

ng the variance of the fitness in order to minimize the risks of

omplete reproductive failure. This plasticity comes at the expense

f diminishing the (arithmetic) mean fitness, since some offspring

re always maladapted to a subset of environmental conditions

 Philippi and Seger, 1989 ; De Jong et al., 2011 ; Seger and Brock-

ann, 1987 ; Simons, 2011 ; Ripa et al., 2010 ). In the presence of

easonality, which introduces a second characteristic scale in the

nvironment by periodically switching its statistical properties, the

ptimal bet-hedging strategy may change. Hence, it is hard to dis-

ern when seasonality will cause the evolution of a new optimal

et-hedging strategy that averages over both seasons, and when it

ill lead to the coexistence of two season-specialist bet-hedging

trategies (i.e. temporal niche partitioning ( Chesson, 1994; Ches-

on and Huntly, 1993; Adler et al., 2006; Tilman and Pacala, 1993;

hesson and Warner, 1981 )). 

Temporal coexistence of bet-hedging species has been studied

oth theoretically ( Chesson, 20 0 0 ; Ellner, 1987 ) and experimentally

 Facelli et al., 2005 ) in seed banks of annual plants, one of the clas-

ic and best studied instances of bet-hedging ( Cohen, 1966 ; Childs

t al., 2010 ; Venable, 2007 ). According to previous studies, peri-

dic changes in the ecological conditions during the year mediate

he coexistence of several species through a temporal storage ef-

ect ( Chesson, 20 0 0 ; Chesson and Warner, 1981 ; Chesson, 1983 ) if

hree general requirements are satisfied: (i) changes in the envi-

onmental conditions favor different species (temporal niche parti-

ion), (ii) the rate at which populations decline together with the

emporal scale of the environmental fluctuations avoids the extinc-

ion of non-favored species and (iii) the covariance between envi-
onment and competition intensity is opposite for high density and

ow density species, which allows species to have positive growth

ates when they become less abundant and recover larger popula-

ion sizes ( Abrams et al., 2013 ; Venner et al., 2011 ; Angert et al.,

009 ; Chesson et al., 2004 ). To explore the necessary conditions

hat lead to a temporal niche partition and the coexistence of mul-

iple bet-hedging strategies, we depart from previous studies that

x the environmental conditions during good and bad years, we

xplore the differences in the response of the species to that al-

ernation ( Abrams et al., 2013 ), and we extend them by allowing

oth the statistical properties of the seasons and the responses of

he species to vary. 

In summary, here we aim to: (i) provide a theoretical start-

ng point to unveil the ecological conditions that promote coexis-

ence of microbial bet-hedging strategies in the presence of tempo-

al heterogeneity and tradeoffs between multiple life-history traits

nd (ii) make testable predictions to stimulate future empirical

ork. Although we focus on the specifics of D. discoideum , these

esults might extend to the study of diversity in microbial pop-

lations in general ( Kassen and Rainey, 2004 ; Bohannan et al.,

002 ; Pace, 1997 ), where bet-hedging has been frequently reported

 Grimbergen et al., 2015 ; Ratcliff and Denison, 2010 ; Solopova et

l., 2014 ; Beaumont et al., 2009 ). 

. Model 

We utilize a theoretical framework that we previously proposed

o study life-history tradeoffs in D. discoideum in response to envi-

onmental stressors ( Martínez-García and Tarnita, 2016 ) ( Fig. 1 A).

he model is grounded in experimental observations ( Wolf et al.,

015 ; Tarnita et al., 2015 ; Dubravcic et al., 2014 ) and it incorporates

ypothesized life-history traits and tradeoffs and their functional
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Table 1 

Summary of the model. Starting from experimental observations, we build a socially-neutral model (no social interactions between genotypes) of cellular slime 

molds that incorporates measured life-history traits and tradeoffs via two hypothesized traits: the aggregator to non-aggregator ratio and the division rate. The 

experimental traits maintain the same labeling used in the main text. The hypothesized tradeoffs and functional consequences are labeled with the letter of 

the trait they are related to. 

Experimental observation Experimental trait 

involved 

Model hypothesized trait Hypothesized tradeoff Functional consequence 

Non-aggregated cells 

exist and are viable 

( Tarnita et al., 2015 ; 

Dubravcic et al., 2014 ) 

– Aggregator to 

non-aggregator ratio α

Non-aggregator vs. spore 

production 

- Spores: resist starvation, delayed 

reproduction if food returns 

- Non-agg.: less resistant to starvation, 

reproduce readily if food returns 

Genotypes with more 

spores have smaller, less 

viable spores ( Wolf et al., 

2015 ) 

(b) Spore 

production 

Division rate, c (b) Spore production proxy for 

reproduction 

(b) Spore production correlates with c 

(c) Spore size (c) Growth vs reproduction (c) Cell/spore size anti-correlates with c 

(d) Spore viability (d) Survival vs reproduction (d) Spore viability anti-correlates with c 
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consequences ( Agrawal et al., 2010 ) (see Table 1 for a summary

of the model assumptions). Although movement in the unicellular

phase is limited and therefore cellular slime molds are likely to be

found in spatially structured populations, we use a well-mixed ap-

proach in order to isolate the effects of seasonality from the effects

induced by spatial structure. 

In short, the model consists of growth periods, during which

strain populations grow by consuming common resources, fol-

lowed by starvation periods (initiated by the exhaustion of the re-

sources), during which both spores and solitary vegetative cells die,

albeit at different rates. At the transition between growth and star-

vation periods a population partitioning between spores and vege-

tative cells takes place. The starvation period ends with the arrival

of a new pulse of resources, which initiates a new growth phase.

Then, vegetative cells start dividing immediately, while spores have

a delayed germination. This sequence of growth—starvation cycles

( Fig. 1 A) is repeated indefinitely, although the average length of the

starvation periods will differ depending on the season. 

2.1. Life history traits 

Following experimental observations and theoretical investiga-

tions, four traits appear to play an important role: (a) the partition

between aggregated and non-aggregated cells in response to star-

vation ( Tarnita et al., 2015 ; Dubravcic et al., 2014 ), (b) the number

of spores, (c) the spore size, and (d) the spore viability ( Wolf et al.,

2015 ). The first trait reflects differences among genotypes in the

allocation of resources to sporulation (resulting from aggregation)

or to remaining vegetative (solitary cells) and it introduces a trade-

off between dormant spores that are resistant to longer starvation

periods but commit a delayed germination, and solitary cells that

are less resistant to starvation but able to instantaneously start di-

viding upon resource replenishment. Based on experimental ob-

servations of the existence and viability of non-aggregators, this

population partitioning has been theoretically hypothesized to be

a bet-hedging strategy in response to fluctuations in the length of

the starvation times ( Tarnita et al., 2015 ; Dubravcic et al., 2014 ).

Traits (b) and (c), number of spores and spore size, have been ex-

perimentally shown to be negatively correlated so that a higher

spore production appears to result in smaller spores ( Wolf et al.,

2015 ). Traits (c) and (d), spore size and viability, have been ex-

perimentally shown to be positively correlated: larger spores also

show a larger viability upon germination ( Wolf et al., 2015 ). Fur-

thermore, spore size is inherently related to cell size, which deter-

mines cell survival ( Dubravcic, 2013 ). These results align with work

in other species in which egg or seed size determines the germina-

tion likelihood ( Gómez, 2004 ; Singh and Makne, 1985 ; Armstrong

and Westoby, 1993 ; Jeuthe et al., 2013 ). Finally, the correlations be-

tween spore size and number of spores and spore size and viabil-

ity, point to a negative correlation between the number of spores
nd spore viability, so that a higher production of spores comes at

he cost of reduced germination success for each spore. 

We include these experimental observations in our model as we

ave done previously ( Martínez-García and Tarnita, 2016 ) by hy-

othesizing that two traits are under selection: the aggregator to

on-aggregator ratio ( Fig. 1 B) and the division rate ( Fig. 1 C). The

ormer choice follows directly from the discussion above; the latter

s based on our hypothesis that differences in spore size, spore vi-

bility and number of spores, as well as correlations among them,

an be entirely encapsulated by differences in the division rate

mong genotypes as follows: first, in the case of D. discoideum ,

pore production is directly linked to the division rate if there are

o interactions in the development of the fruiting body (all strains

ontribute to the stalk and the spores in an equal ratio); then,

egative correlations between spore viability and spore production

ranslate into negative correlations between spore viability and di-

ision rate ( Fig. 1 C). Second, spore size, and implicitly cell size, can

e related to the division rate via a classical growth-reproduction

radeoff between genotypes that produce a larger population made

f smaller cells and genotypes that, given the same resources, pro-

uce fewer but bigger siblings ( Fig. 1 C). Although this is in many

ays a simplifying assumption about the metabolic relationships

hat govern D. discoideum , it is consistent with classical growth-

eproduction tradeoffs ( Agrawal et al., 2010 ; Stearns, 1992 ) and it is

herefore a straightforward first assumption in the absence of ex-

erimental data in slime molds and given the diverse range of re-

ationships found in organisms across different scales ( Ward et al.,

016 ; Glazier, 2006 ; Marañón et al., 2013 ; Vadia and Levin, 2015 ).

inally, given the relationship between size and viability/survival,

his hypothesized growth-reproduction tradeoff results in an addi-

ional reproduction-survival tradeoff between cells that divide and

onsume the shared pool of resources faster but pay the cost of a

ecreased survival (for solitary cells) or viability (for spores), and

ells that divide more slowly but have an increased survival or vi-

bility ( Fig. 1 C). 

A condensed summary including both empirical results and the

ypotheses used in the model to incorporate these experimental

bservations is presented in Table 1 . 

.2. The environment 

For simplicity, we will keep the initial size of the food pulses,

 0 , and the half saturation constant, R 1/2 , constant . We focus on

tarvation as the only environmental stressor and encapsulate the

ntire ecological context in the distribution of times between the

nset of starvation and the arrival of the next food pulse, which

e call starvation times. Alternatively, the environment could be

efined in terms of the times between the arrival of food pulses.

owever, our results are both qualitatively and quantitatively inde-

endent of this choice (see Fig. 2 ). This is because the time to re-

ource depletion is always much shorter than the starvation time;
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Fig 2. Distribution of the length of the starvation periods obtained from numerical 

simulations in which the starvation time (red diamonds) or the time between food 

pulses (blue empty squares) is the random variable. The green lines show the the- 

oretical exponential distribution of mean value (A) λT = 30 hours and (B) λT = 300 

hours. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig 3. Implementation of the wet-dry annual seasonality. Symbols: T wet(dry) , length 

of the wet (dry) season; λwet(dry) , mean starvation time in the wet (dry) season. A 

year is represented by the lower bars that are divided into a dry and a wet season 

by the black vertical lines. Food pulses are represented by vertical (brown or green) 

solid thick lines. A) Severe starvation. The length of the dry season varies to ex- 

plore its effect on the winning genotype. During the dry season, represented by the 

brown segment, resources do not recover in the limit of λdry = T dry . In the wet sea- 

son, however, starvation times follow a truncated normal distribution (respectively 

exponential, not shown) of mean λwet . This combination results in a normal distri- 

bution for the wet season starvation times and a Dirac delta distribution for the 

dry season starvation times. B) Milder dry season that allows for nutrient replen- 

ishment. The length of both seasons is fixed to 6 months and pulses of resources 

arrive to the patch with different frequencies in each season, λwet < λdry . (For in- 

terpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred 

to the web version of this article.) 
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hus, the distribution of starvation times remains the same regard-

ess of whether our random variable is the starvation time itself

r the time between food pulses. This is evident for large average

tarvation times; it is more interesting to explain why it holds for

hort average starvation times. Average short starvation times re-

ult in little cell death, which leads to an increase in the total pop-

lation size; larger populations deplete resources faster and thus

he duration of the growth period (the time to resource depletion)

ecreases as the mean starvation time decreases. Since these ap-

roaches lead to equivalent results, we henceforth choose the star-

ation time as the relevant random variable for simplicity, because

t allows us to manipulate the environmental conditions indepen-

ent of the growth phase. 

Worse environmental conditions are represented by longer star-

ation times and better conditions are represented by shorter star-

ation times. Therefore, the environmental quality decreases with

ncreasing starvation times. Previous studies that concentrate all

cological information into the mean starvation time use either ex-

onential ( Tarnita et al., 2015 ; Martínez-García and Tarnita, 2016 )

r uniform distributions with a fixed width ( Dubravcic et al., 2014 ).

lthough we also study the case of exponentially distributed star-

ation times for comparison with previous results, we address

ther scenarios as well, in which the mean starvation time and the

mplitude of the fluctuations can be manipulated independently.

y doing this, we add an additional layer of information to the de-

cription of the environment, which is now determined not only

y its average quality (as in the case of exponential or fixed-width

niform distributions), but also by how much such quality varies

round its mean value, termed here environmental variability. 

The uniform and the normal distribution are the most widely

sed distributions in which the mean value and the variance are

ndependent. However, the necessary truncation in the distribu-

ion so that only positive starvation times are sorted, introduces

 constraint in the combination of mean values and variances that

an be explored using a uniform distribution. Since the truncated
ormal distribution does not have this limitation, we will take the

tarvation times to be distributed according to truncated normal

istributions (see Appendix A for a derivation of the truncated dis-

ribution starting from a standard one and Appendix B for its nu-

erical sorting). 

We consider the simplest seasonal scenario: a combination of

 wet and a dry season included in the model through a pe-

iodic switch between two fixed mean starvation times indicat-

ng the dry-wet season cycle. The time series of mean starvation

imes shows two characteristic scales: (i) the mean starvation time

ithin each season and (ii) the length of each season, whose in-

erse gives the transition rate between mean starvation times. Due

o the stochasticity in the starvation times, however, the exact

ength of each season cannot be controlled, so we introduce two

arameters, T wet and T dry , that provide a lower bound to the length

f the seasons rather than their exact duration. In the implemen-

ation of the model, sequences of growth-starvation cycles occur

ithin a season until its length is exceeded. The horizontal bars

n Fig. 3 provide such an example. Seasons usually exceed T dry and

 wet so the switch between them takes place at the end of the first

tarvation period after these values have been surpassed. In the

ollowing, however, we will refer to T wet and T dry as the length of

ach of the seasons for simplicity. We will study the outcome of

wo possible scenarios: (i) a severe dry season that consists of a

ery long starvation period without nutrient replenishment ( Fig.

 A) and (ii) a milder dry season during which resources do re-

lenish but are followed by starvation times that are, on average,

onger than those of the wet season ( λdry > λwet ) ( Fig. 3 B). 

.3. Mathematical formulation 

Each strain is defined by a pair of traits ( α, c ): α represents the

raction of cells that aggregate upon starvation and c represents

he genotype division rate. We assume that a stochastic switch un-

erlies the aggregator versus non-aggregator partition, such that,

pon starvation, the population splits instantaneously into fixed

ractions of aggregators and non-aggregators ( Tarnita et al., 2015 ;

artínez-García and Tarnita, 2016 ; Dubravcic, 2013 ) ( Fig. 1 B). The

imits α = 0 and α = 1 capture the extremes where either all cells

emain vegetative, or they all aggregate, respectively; intermedi-

te values represent a continuum of bet-hedging strategies. A sum-
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Table 2 

Definition of the parameters and their values. The lower part of the table includes the traits that 

are allowed to vary through strains in some of the sections and their functional consequences. 

Description Parameter Value Units 

Rate of decrease of the survival probability μ 2 × 10 −3 hour −1 

Maximum lifetime of a non-aggregated starving cell T sur 200 hour 

Spore germination time τ 4 hour 

Spore mortality rate δ 2 × 10 −4 hour −1 

Fraction of aggregators that become spores s 0.8 —

Food pulse size R 0 10 8 # cells 

Half-saturation constant of resources consumption R 1/2 0.1 R 0 # cells 

Resources exhaustion threshold R ∗ 1 # cells 

Investment in aggregation α varied —

Division rate c 0.173 or varied hour −1 

Scale factor of resources per division with cell size Q c max /c —

Maximum division rate c max 0.45 hour −1 

Spore viability ν 1.1 − 2 c —

Resistance to starvation parameter β 3.1 − 4 c —
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mary of all the parameters and traits included in the model as well

as their numerical values is provided in Table 2 . 

We assume that different strains compete for a series of pulses

of resources that arrive in the environment interspersed with peri-

ods of starvation. During starvation, only cellular death takes place.

The dynamics of the model starts with a growth phase during

which resources, R , are consumed according to Monod-like dynam-

ics ( Monod, 1949 ): 

˙ X α,c = 

cR 

R + R 1 
2 

X α,c ˙ R = 

−R 

R + R 1 
2 

∑ 

α,c 

Qc X α,c (1)

where X α,c is the population size of each strain and R 1/2 is the

abundance of resources at which the growth rate is half of its

maximum c (also termed here division rate). Q = c max /c is a non-

dimensional conversion factor that indicates how the resources

needed to produce a sibling cell scale with division rate, and

implicitly with cell size ( Tilman, 1980 ). Since c max is the division

rate of the fastest dividing strain, Q equals 1 for the fastest di-

viding strain (smallest cells) and it increases as the division rate,

c , decreases (cell size increases) ( Fig. 1 C). Therefore, Q defines a

growth-reproduction tradeoff according to which cells consume

resources at the same rate regardless of their division rate, but

strains with lower division rates (larger cells) wait longer between

cell divisions and hence consume more resources per division

event. As non-aggregated cells only die due to starvation, we ne-

glect the death term during the feeding phase. Once resources are

exhausted, the starvation phase starts. Its duration, i.e., the starva-

tion time T st , is defined as the time between the exhaustion of the

resources (onset of starvation) and the arrival of the next pulse

of nutrients. Since following Eq. (1) resources only tend asymp-

totically to zero we set a threshold in the resources, R ∗, to define

the end of the growth phase. When this threshold is crossed, the

starvation phase starts. Aggregation takes place instantaneously

at the onset of starvation, so the population splits into a fraction

α of aggregators and a fraction 1 − α of non-aggregators ( Fig.

1 B). Following experimental results that find a constant 20%:80%

stalk:spore ratio for different experimental setups, we multiply the

fraction of aggregated cells by a factor s = 0.8 to obtain the number

of reproductive spores . Although stalk versus spore cell allocation

is an important component of D. discoideum life cycle, we neglect

its consequences here and maintain it constant across genotypes.

This is due to the fact that the stalk:spore ratio is thought to

play a role in spore dispersal while here we are considering a

well-mixed scenario in a single patch. 

During the starvation phase there is no reproduction and cells

only die; however, spores and vegetative cells show different

behaviors. Dormant spores die at very small constant rate δ, while

vegetative cells follow a survivorship curve with a time-dependent
eath rate ( Dubravcic, 2013 ). We hypothesize that all vegetative

ells (regardless of size) have the same maximum lifetime but

hat they differ (based on size) in the probability of reaching the

aximum lifespan. This assumption is partly grounded in previous

xperimental results showing that, upon food exhaustion, vegeta-

ive cells consume their own internal resources in order to survive

he first hours of starvation ( Otto et al., 2004 ). Here we extend

hese results to assume that differences between genotypes are

ore likely to appear in the autophagy period due to differences

n the availability of intracellular resources, rather than in the

aximum cell lifetime. Thus, we assume that strains with higher

ivision rate have a lower probability of reaching the maximum

ifetime because they have smaller cells, with fewer intracellular

esources. To implement this assumption we choose a family

f survivorship curves, in which the survival probability decays

ontinuously with time, 

 ( t ) = 

e −( μt ) 
β( c ) − e −( μT sur ) 

β( c ) 

1 − e −( μT sur ) 
β( c ) 

(2)

here β( c ) = 3.1 −4 c is a linear function of the division rate

hat accounts for the cost of having a higher division rate

reproduction-survival tradeoff, Fig. 1 C). Therefore, a genotype with

ivision rate c has a specific value β( c ) that determines the tempo-

al evolution of its survival probability; it decays faster for fastest

eproducing strains. Since higher values of β result in survivorship

urves with lower short-time slope, we choose the functional form

( c ) such that: (i) β( c ) > 1 for all c to capture the fact that sur-

ivorship curves decay slowly during the first hours of starvation

following experimental results for a single genotype ( Dubravcic,

013 )); and (ii) β( c ) is a decreasing function of the growth rate,

o capture the survival versus reproduction tradeoff ( Wolf et al.,

015 ; Martínez-García and Tarnita, 2016 ) such that fast decaying

urvivorship curves correspond to strains with higher reproduction

ate. T sur is the maximum lifetime of a vegetative cell and μ is the

ate at which the survival probability of a vegetative cell decreases.

Given the death dynamics of both populations, we can obtain

he number of spores and vegetative cells at the end of the starva-

ion phase by evaluating the following expressions 

 

s 
α,c ( t + T st ) = X 

s 
α,c ( t ) e 

−δT st (3)

 

v 
α,c ( t + T st ) = X 

v 
α,c ( t ) S ( T st ) (4)

The starvation phase ends with the arrival of a new pulse of nu-

rients of size R 0 . Then, surviving vegetative cells start feeding and

eproducing instantaneously according to Eq. (1) . Dormant spores,

owever, have to follow a complete germination process during

hich they continue to die at rate δ. Once germination is com-

leted, which takes time τ , only a fraction ν( c ) of the spores are
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iable and become active cells. Since, based on experimental re-

ults, we hypothesized above a negative correlation between spore

iability and reproductive rate, ν is a decreasing function of the

eproduction rate, which we here fix to be linear for simplicity,

= 1.1–2 c ( Fig. 1 C). Such growth-starvation cycles continue indefi-

itely. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. One environmental scale: the emergence of bet-hedging 

We first investigate whether environmental fluctuations 

stochasticity in the starvation times, i.e., times between the onset

f starvation and the appearance of the next food pulse) drive

he emergence of bet-hedging strategies that are defined by inter-

ediate values of α. A detailed description of the computational

etup is provided in Section 5.1 of Materials and Methods. 

Previous studies have explored this question using either an ex-

onential ( Dubravcic et al., 2014 ) or a uniform distribution of fixed

idth ( Tarnita et al., 2015 ). The main focus here is on truncated

ormal distributions that allow us to explore scenarios in which

he amplitude of the environmental variability (standard deviation

f the distribution of starvation times, σ ) is independent of the

ean starvation time ( Appendix A ). However, to establish a com-

arison with cases in which the amplitude of the environmental

ariability and the mean starvation times are coupled, we also ex-

lore the outcome of exponentially distributed starvation times.

o isolate the effect of temporal heterogeneity on the bet-hedging

rait we fix the value of the division rate and the tradeoffs related

o it: spore viability and vegetative cell resistance to starvation

 Table 2 ). Subsequently, in Section 3.3 , we analyze the full model. 

In the absence of seasonality, the temporal component has a

ingle characteristic scale during the year, which is given by the

ean starvation time λT . If the environment is deterministic, star-

ation times are fixed and coincide with this mean value (red

quares in Fig. 4 A and Fig. 4 B; red line in Fig. 4 D shows the dis-

ribution of starvation times). In this case, consistent with pre-

ious findings ( Tarnita et al., 2015 ; Dubravcic et al., 2014 ), only

ure strategies are selected for: α = 1 (only spores) if T st > T ∗

nd α = 0 (only vegetative cells) otherwise. The transition point,

 

∗ = 170 hours is of the order of the maximum lifespan of vege-

ative cells. In the following we will refer to environments with

 mean starvation time below T ∗ as good environments and to

hose above this threshold as harsh environments. If the environ-

ent is stochastic (i.e. characterized by fluctuations in starvation

imes), then intermediate investments in spores, which represent

et-hedging strategies, are selected for. We introduce these fluc-

uations by drawing the length of each starvation period from a

istribution with mean λT . Two classes of distributions are inves-

igated; (i) exponential distributions ( Fig. 4 A, 4 B) and (ii) a family

f truncated normal distributions with different am plitudes ( Fig.

 C, 4 D). The truncation of the distribution, with a cutoff at T st = 0

voids unrealistic negative values for the starvation times. In ad-

ition, due to the cutoff at T st = 0, the mode of the distribution

i.e., the most frequent values for the starvation times) decreases

hen the standard deviation increases and the mean value is kept

onstant. 

Consistent with previous results ( Tarnita et al., 2015 ; Dubravcic

t al., 2014 ), we find that higher investments in spores are fa-

ored as the environments become harsher (i.e., characterized by

arger mean starvation times) ( Fig. 4 A and 4 C). For the trun-

ated normal distribution, increasing the amplitude of the vari-

tion in the starvation times promotes the evolution of bet-

edging both in good and in harsh environments. In harsh

nvironments, however, bet-hedging requires higher amplitudes.

trategies with a higher investment in nonaggregators are riskier
nd therefore the effect of long starvation times on them is

tronger than the effect of short starvation times on strate-

ies with higher investment in spores. Due to the truncation at

 st = 0, the mode of the distribution approaches zero as its vari-

nce increases. This makes short starvation periods more frequent,

hich penalizes a pure strategy with α = 1. In fact, the exponential

istribution can be seen as a limit case of a truncated normal dis-

ribution with a very high standard deviation (see orange line in

ig. 4 D and the distribution in Fig. 4 B), which explains the higher

mpact of exponential variability on the winning strategy in harsh

nvironments (black squares in Fig. 4 A). 

.2. Two environmental scales: the effect of seasonality on strain 

oexistence 

The general setup of the simulations, outlined in Section 5.1 of

aterials and Methods, is essentially the same as in the non-

easonal case studied in Section 3.1 . Only the environmental con-

itions are changed to include seasonality according to Section 2.2 .

n a first exploration using exponential distribution for the starva-

ion times in both seasons, coexistence was not found. Therefore,

n the following sections we will use a truncated normal distribu-

ion for each and discuss the reasons why exponentials cannot lead

o coexistence. 

.2.1. Severe dry season: no resource replenishment 

We first investigate the scenario in which resources are not re-

lenished in the system during the dry season; the entire dry sea-

on is one starvation period. The wet season, however, consists of

everal growth-starvation cycles with starvation times sorted ei-

her from a truncated normal distribution of mean value λwet and

tandard deviation σ or from an exponential distribution of mean

alue λwet . We will focus on the effects of the dry season length

nd of the wet season mean starvation time. Therefore, the pa-

ameters of interest are T dry and λwet (and σ for truncated normal

istributions), while λdry =T dry and T wet = 1 year - T dry are deter-

ined by the length of the dry season. As explained above, the

arameters T dry and T wet provide a lower limit for the length of

he seasons. Given this setup, the distribution of starvation times

ver many years has two components: (i) a Dirac delta distribution

entered at λdry = T dry for the dry season and (ii) a truncated nor-

al distribution (respectively exponential) of mean value λwet and

tandard deviation σ for the wet season ( Fig. 3 A). 

Regardless of the distribution used, the periodic occurrence of

ery long starvation times pushes selection toward higher invest-

ent in spores, the higher the longer the dry season is ( Fig. 5 ).

his effect is, however, residual if the wet season covers at least

5% of the year (blue squares in Fig. 5 ). This result follows from the

act that sporadic long starvation times kill all non-aggregated cells

nd dramatically decrease the total population of spores, which

avors strains with a higher value of α. Since spores and non-

ggregators constitute a bet-hedging strategy, the change in the

ptimal value of α implies that catastrophic ecological periods pro-

ote the evolution of lower-risk strategies, represented by the

roduction of more spores. However, coexistence of bet-hedging

trategies is not possible since there is no reproduction during

he dry season and thus a second strategy cannot establish. It

s interesting to note that even purely deterministic scenarios in

hich starvation times during the wet season are constant, allow

he evolution of bet-hedging strategies ( Fig. 5 A). The success of

et-hedging strategies even in deterministic environments arises

rom the alternation in the environmental conditions that re-

uces the fitness of pure strategies, making them suboptimal com-

ared to a mixed investment in aggregators and non-aggregators.

he effect of the dry season length has the same effect both

or exponential ( Fig. 5 B) and for truncated normal distributions
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Fig 4. Winning genotype in deterministic and stochastic environments. The squares in panels A and C represent the optimal investment in spores and the dashed lines are 

interpolations. Simulations are started with 1001 genotypes uniformly distributed between α = 0 and α = 1 and winners are obtained as explained in Materials and Methods. 

A) Red squares correspond to the deterministic case and black squares to exponentially distributed starvation times. B) Exponential distribution of starvation times with 

mean value λT = 50 h C) Results obtained for truncated normal distributions with standard deviation σ . From top to bottom (increasing square size): σ = 60 (orange), σ = 40 

(blue), σ = 20 (green), σ = 0 deterministic (red). D) Normal truncated distribution of starvation times with mean value λT = 50 h and increasing σ (same color code as in 

panel C). The vertical red line represents a Dirac delta distribution. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 

Fig 5. Effect of a severe dry season ( T dry = λdry ) on the winning genotype. A) Deterministic wet season. B) Exponentially distributed starvation times. C, D) Starvation times 

follow a truncated normal distribution, with σ = 20 (C) and σ = 60 (D). Simulations are initialized with 1001 genotypes uniformly distributed between α = 0 and α = 1. 

Distinct colors correspond to different lengths of the dry season, from bottom to top: no dry season (orange), 3 months (green), 6 months (purple), 9 months (blue), 11 

months (red) and no wet season (dark green). Winners are obtained as explained in Materials and Methods. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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( Fig. 5 C, D). Finally, when the wet season is stochastic with starva-

tion times drawn from a truncated normal distribution, the set of

environments dominated by bet-hedging strategies increases with

the variance of the distributions, similar to the case without sea-

sonality ( Fig. 5 C, D). 
v  
.2.2. Milder dry season: slow food recovery 

Here we study a less extreme ecological scenario in which

ulses of resources also arrive during the dry season, albeit with a

ower frequency ( λdry >λwet ). Seasonality is now illustrated by a pe-

iodic switch between two distributions with different mean star-

ation times ( Fig. 3 B). To simplify the analysis, we fix the length
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Fig 6. A milder dry season with resources replenishment enables strain coexistence. Parameters: T wet = 6 months, T dry = 6 months, λwet = 50 hours. A) Regions of coexistence 

in the parameter space defined by the amplitude of the environmental variability (taken to be equal in both seasons) and the mean starvation time in the dry season. The 

space is scanned with a resolution given by 	σ= 5 and 	λdry = 50. The dashed (solid) magenta line and the magenta cross indicate the regions of the parameter space 

used in panels B (C) and D respectively. B) Surviving genotypes as a function of the dry season mean starvation time for a fixed amplitude of the environmental variability, 

σ = 35. The color of the line changes according to the frequency of each genotype. C) Same as B but keeping λdry = 650 hours constant and varying σ . D) Time series of the 

two coexisting genotypes, α = 0.142 (red) and α = 0.324 (black). The inset shows a zoom on the interval marked by the green window, gray time intervals correspond to 

the wet season and white intervals to the dry season. Surviving strains and their frequencies are obtained following the protocols explained in Materials and Methods. (For 

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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f the seasons and divide the year into 6 months of wet favor-

ble conditions and 6 months of dry harsh environments. To fur-

her reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space we fix the

ean starvation time in the wet season, λwet = 50 h, and assume

hat the intensity of the environmental fluctuations, σ , is the same

uring both seasons. Although a more realistic approach should ac-

ount for differences in σ between seasons, this assumption does

ot qualitatively change the results presented in this section. The

umber of parameters reduces thus to two: the mean starvation

ime in the dry season, λdry , and the intensity of the fluctuations

n both seasons, σ . We find that two strategies, a wet season and

 dry season specialist, coexist if two conditions are met ( Fig. 6 ).

i) Temporal niche partition: all starvation times (not only their

ean values) within a season are similar among themselves and

ifferent to those in the other season, such that two niches are

reated within the year. This condition requires the variance in

he starvation times within each season to be low. (ii) The num-

er of growth-starvation cycles that occur within each season is

ufficiently large for its specialist strain to create a large popula-

ion that is able to survive when the environment changes and the

train becomes maladapted. These conditions are violated, for in-

tance, if exponential distributions are used for both seasons. Since

wet is necessarily lower than λdry , if λdry is too low, then the star-

ation times in both seasons are too similar and the first condition

or coexistence is violated. Since mean value and standard devia-

ion are entangled in exponential distributions, increasing λdry also

ncreases the variance in the season’s starvation times. The mode

f the distribution remains, however, at zero. Therefore, the over-

ap between dry and wet season distributions of starvation times

emains large and the first condition is violated again. Finally, in

he limit in which the dry season mean starvation time is large,
ery few growth-starvation cycles take place within the season and

he second condition is violated. Eventually, when λdry reaches an

pper bound, a single starvation time will cover the whole dry sea-

on and the extreme scenario introduced in Section 3.2.1 is recov-

red. However, two normal distributions or a combination of an

xponential distribution in one season and a normal one in the

ther season can enable coexistence, the parameter range in which

hat will occur will depend on the distributions and the rest of the

odel parameters. 

The need for temporal niche partitioning and persistence of

eason specialists through unfavorable periods shows that coexis-

ence is driven by a temporal storage effect. The third requirement

n ( Chesson, 20 0 0 ; Chesson and Warner, 1981 ; Chesson, 1983 ) re-

ated to the covariance between interspecific competition and en-

ironmental changes, is also implicitly fulfilled: transitions in the

easons penalize the most abundant genotype, whose population

tarts declining; this reduces interstrain competition and allows

he new season specialist to recover from a very low population

ize. As a result, there is a stable coexistence of two strategies that

scillate with a period that depends on the length of the seasons

 Fig. 6 D) ( Seger and Brockmann, 1987 ). 

Temporal niche partitioning requires an upper bound in the in-

ensity of the fluctuations. Environments with high variability re-

ult in wider distributions for the starvation times, which may in-

rease the similarity between the distributions of wet and dry sea-

on starvation times. This tends to eliminate the temporal niche

artitioning and, in consequence, coexistence is lost. Although

hanges in the variance of the truncated distribution can also mod-

fy the shape of the distribution (especially for low values of the

ean), this has no impact on the loss of coexistence since only

he wet season distribution changes significantly by accumulating
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more starvation times closer to zero (see Fig. 4 D for an exam-

ple of how the shape of the distribution changes for large values

of the variance). More frequent, very short starvation times rein-

force coexistence as they are more disparate to dry season starva-

tion times. Therefore, the longer tail of the wet season distribu-

tion, caused by a larger variance, leads to a loss of coexistence by

increasing the variability in the wet season starvation times. 

On the other hand, for fixed environmental variability (i.e. the

standard deviation of the distributions of starvation times), star-

vation times within each season are more similar to those within

the other season as the mean values get closer. Since we keep the

mean starvation time of the wet season, λwet , constant, this intro-

duces a lower limit for the mean starvation time of the dry season

in order for coexistence to be maintained. In addition, the require-

ment for several growth-starvation cycles per season excludes ex-

tremely high mean starvation times from the region of coexistence

in the parameter space ( Fig. 6 A). Therefore, we expect coexistence

for intermediate values of λdry . 

Finally, we study how surviving strategies vary as the ecological

variables (i.e. dry season mean starvation time, λdry , and amplitude

of the environmental variability, σ ) change. Due to the fixed length

of the seasons, the number of growth-starvation cycles that they

permit decreases as the mean starvation time increases. This re-

duces the number of generations and the impact of the dry season

on the optimal investment in aggregation of the winning strategy.

For the case studied in Fig. 6 ( Fig. 6 B, dashed-line transect of Fig.

6 A), in which the length of both seasons is fixed to 6 months and

the mean starvation time in the wet season is fixed to 50 hours,

the number of generations within the dry season decreases as λdry 

increases. Consequently, selection favors strategies with a lower in-

vestment in spores and coexistence is eventually lost in the limit of

high λdry , in which very few reproduction events take place during

the dry season. This result should not be confused with the sce-

nario tackled in Section 3.2.1 , in which higher values of λdry lead

to investment in more spores. In that case, season length is de-

termined by λdry , with higher values of λdry leading to larger dry

seasons and shorter wet periods. Regarding to the environmental

variability, medium to high values of σ force the loss of one of the

strains ( Fig. 6 C, dashed-line transect of Fig. 6 A). Higher dispersion

in the wet and dry season starvation times (more overlap between

the starvation times distributions), increases the similarity of star-

vation times between seasons and two well differentiated niches

within the year are lost. Consequently, one of the strategies has

a sufficiently high fitness in both seasons to outcompete special-

ist strategies. The winner is always closer to the former wet sea-

son specialist because most of the growth-starvation cycles occur

in that part of the year. 

3.3. Diversity promoted by additional life-history tradeoffs 

Finally, we consider the full model, in which the division rate c

is an evolving trait that contributes to the fitness of each genotype

and establishes two additional tradeoffs ( Wolf et al., 2015 ): one be-

tween spore viability and division rate and another between starv-

ing solitary cell survival and division rate, both mediated by an

underlying growth-reproduction tradeoff between division rate and

cell size. In other words, genotypes with higher division rates pro-

duce smaller cells that are less resistant to starvation and smaller

spores that are less viable upon germination ( Fig. 1 B). Since divi-

sion rate is now a trait that can vary across strains, the setup of

the simulations is modified to include a larger set of strains (see

Section 5.2 in Materials and methods for details). 

In this complete framework, we find that a third strategy can

coexist with the two season-specialist bet-hedging strategies. The

third strain is an annual generalist strategy, called henceforth an

annual bet-hedger, whose division rate is lower than that of the
eason-specialists. The annual bet-hedger first grows at the begin-

ing of each season but soon starts declining due to interspecific

ompetition with the season specialist. This occurs when the dry

eason has a low mean starvation time and both seasons have low

ariability ( Fig. 7 A-E), since the persistence of an annual general-

st strategy requires seasons to be sufficiently similar (though not

oo similar to avoid loss of specialist coexistence), and to have

 low level of environmental variability. At higher environmental

ariabilities, differences between seasons are attenuated by the ef-

ect of the fluctuations; then, the specialists are able to survive

t higher population sizes during adverse periods and they out-

ompete any annual bet-hedger. Eventually, as we already showed

n Section 3.2.2 , as the intensity of the environmental fluctuations

eeps increasing, temporal niche partitioning is lost and a single

trategy emerges and dominates throughout the year. 

In this full model, genotypes behave differently both in the

rowth and in the starvation phase and the length of the grow-

ng periods, in addition to the number of growth-starvation cycles

nd the length of the starvation phases, play s an important role

n determining the outcome of the competition. All three variables

etermine the scenarios in which dividing faster (or slower) is ben-

ficial, i.e., when it is better to produce a larger population albeit

onsisting of less resistant vegetative cells and less viable spores,

nd when it is better to invest in a smaller population consisting

f more resistant cells and more viable spores. The duration of the

rowth period, i.e., the time between the arrival of the food pulse

nd its exhaustion, is determined by the size and the strain com-

osition of the total population and it can be used as an estima-

or for the strength of the competition for resources: the smaller

he total population size, the lower the competition for resources

nd the larger the exponential growth phase. Therefore, scenar-

os in which the total population is very small favor strains with

ast division rates, since they can produce a sufficiently large pop-

lation during the growth phase and compensate the costs asso-

iated with lower cell resistance and spore viability. Even though

ore cells with a larger c will die during the starvation phase and

 smaller fraction of spores will germinate upon resource replen-

shment, these strains will still be overrepresented in the popu-

ation because they produced a much larger population during the

rowth phase and they could balance these losses. However, as the

otal population size increases, the growth phases become shorter

nd the strains with a higher division rate cannot create such a

arge population. In those cases, selection favors genotypes that re-

roduce more slowly but whose offspring have an increased sur-

ival/viability. 

Following the previous rationale, we can explain the behavior of

he optimal division rate in Fig. 7 C and 7 E. At the beginning of the

ry seasons, the total population size is large due to the favorable

onditions provided by the previous wet season, so the annual bet-

edger, which has the smallest division rate, is favored ( Martínez-

arcía and Tarnita, 2016 ). Then, as the wet-season specialist de-

lines, the feeding periods become longer and the dry-season spe-

ialist, with a higher division rate, starts outcompeting the annual

et-hedger. On the other hand, at the beginning of the wet season,

he population of the wet season specialist is low because it has

eclined during the previous dry season and its vegetative cells

o not consume most of the resources before spores germinate.

s a consequence, the dry-season specialist and the annual gener-

list do not pay a significant cost for their high value of α since

he majority of resources are still in the system when their spores

erminate and their populations can continue to grow. However,

ince the annual bet-hedger has lower division rate and therefore

 higher spore viability, it outcompetes the dry-season specialist,

hose population declines. Finally, as the wet season progresses,

he wet season specialist grows, a higher investment in spores is

enalized and the annual bet-hedger declines as well. 
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Fig 7. Strain diversity increases when multiple life-history tradeoffs are included. Parameters: T wet = 6 month, T dry = 6 month, λwet = 50 h A) Regions of coexistence in the 

parameter space defined by the amplitude of the environmental variability (taken to be the same in both seasons) and the mean starvation time in the dry season. The 

space is scanned with a resolution given by 	σ= 5 and 	λdry = 50. The dashed (solid) magenta line and the magenta cross indicate the region of the parameter space used 

in panels B, C (D, E) and F respectively. B, C) Surviving genotypes defined by α (B) and c (C) as a function of the dry season mean starvation time for a fixed environmental 

variability amplitude, σ = 25. The color of the line changes according to the frequency of each genotype. D, E) Same as B and C but keeping λdry = 650 h constant and varying 

σ . F) Time series of the three coexisting genotypes: α = 0.085, c = 0.380 (red); α = 0.324, c = 0.390 (black) and α = 0.488, c = 0.380 (cyan). The inset shows a zoom on the 

interval marked by the green window, gray time intervals correspond to the wet season and white intervals to the dry season. Surviving strains and their frequencies are 

obtained following the protocols explained in Materials and Methods. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 
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Since the annual bet-hedger grows and declines during each

eason, its population oscillates with a frequency that is approx-

mately twice the frequency of the oscillations in the season-

pecialist populations (inset of Fig. 7 F). Finally, the optimal invest-

ent in spores ( Fig. 7 B and 7 D) behaves as in the simpler case

here division rate is fixed, and it can be explained using the same

rguments introduced in Section 3.2.2 . 

. Conclusions 

We investigated theoretically the scenarios under which tem-

oral heterogeneity, here captured through the existence of a wet

nd dry season, drives the coexistence of competing bet-hedging

trategies in microbial populations. We further explored the in-

erplay between coexistence and the number of life history traits

nd the tradeoffs among them. Our main focus was on the cellular

lime mold D. discoideum , which has recently been proposed as an

xample of bet-hedging in microbes ( Tarnita et al., 2015 ; Dubravcic

t al., 2014 ; Grimbergen et al., 2015 ) and shows a vast biodiversity

 Fortunato et al., 2003 ). However, the model can be easily extended

o other microbes and the results are likely general. 

The evolution of bet-hedging strategies is driven by environ-

ental stochasticity for various sources of fluctuations, such as ex-

onential ( Tarnita et al., 2015 ), uniform ( Dubravcic et al., 2014 )

nd, as studied here, truncated normal distributions. For the lat-

er, the effect of the mean value and the amplitude of the fluctua-

ions can be teased apart to show that more intense fluctuations

elect for strategies with a higher investment in spores. In this

aper, we included seasonality as an additional temporal scale on
nvironmental variability to determine the minimal necessary con-

itions under which a single strategy is not able to average over

he different environmental contexts and is replaced, via tempo-

al niche partitioning and a temporal storage effect, by coexisting

eason specialists. 

We investigated two different patterns of seasonality deter-

ined by the properties of the dry season. First, a severe dry sea-

on represented by a single starvation period that spans the en-

ire season. In this scenario, since reproduction only takes place

n the presence of food, wet seasons permit many more genera-

ions than dry seasons, which only act as catastrophic perturba-

ions that favor selection for higher investment in spores (lower-

isk strategies). This result is consistent with previous studies in

nnual plants that showed how catastrophic years favor the evo-

ution of lower risk germination strategies ( Ellner, 1987 ). Second,

e studied a milder dry season that allows for several growth cy-

les, albeit fewer than the wet one. We showed that this can drive

he evolution of season-specialist bet-hedging strategies that stably

oexist via a temporal storage effect ( Chesson, 20 0 0 ; Chesson and

arner, 1981 ; Chesson, 1983 ). In our model, two conditions must

e fulfilled: (i) all the starvation times within a season have to be

imilar among themselves and different to those in the other sea-

on in order to create two different habitats within the year (tem-

oral niche partition), and (ii) each season has to accommodate

umerous growth-starvation cycles in order to create a storage of

ach strain and guarantee its persistence through adverse condi-

ions. 

An extended model that considers additional genotypic traits

nder selection and multiple tradeoffs mediated by these traits en-
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ables the coexistence of more than two strains. This is consistent

with existing results that emphasize the importance of tradeoffs

in establishing species coexistence ( Chesson, 20 0 0 ; Angert et al.,

2009 ; Bohannan et al., 2002 ; Tilman, 1990 ; Vincent et al., 1996 ).

The additional trait we considered was the division rate, which es-

tablishes a growth-reproduction tradeoff such that strains that di-

vide faster produce more but smaller cells. Conversely, a slow divi-

sion rate translates into the production of fewer but bigger sibling

cells. Such a tradeoff mediates additional tradeoffs between divi-

sion rate and spore viability – smaller spores are less viable – and

between reproduction and survival – bigger vegetative cells with

lower division rates are also more resistant to starvation ( Wolf et

al., 2015 ). In addition to the dry and the wet season specialists, a

third annual bet-hedging strain is able to persist by growing at the

beginning of each season, when interspecific competition is low

and the number of growth-starvation cycles within each season

prevents either of the specialists from completely outcompeting it

by the end of the season. This is consistent with previous studies

in annual plants, where a tradeoff between seed survivorship and

seed yield was shown to increase the set of environments in which

coexistence is possible ( Ellner, 1987 ). However, we extended these

existing results and showed that not only the number of environ-

ments can increase, but also the number of coexisting species. Our

results highlight the importance of ecological variables along with

multiple fitness components and tradeoffs among them in explain-

ing long-term strain coexistence in D. discoideum . 

Several future directions expand upon this study. First, the well-

mixed approach presented here neglects the effect of spatial de-

grees of freedom that may also play an important role ( Tarnita

et al., 2015 ; Amarasekare, 2003, Chesson, 2000, Buckling et al.,

20 0 0 ; Holt, 1984 ; Snyder and Chesson, 2003 ). Exploring whether

a combination of temporal and spatial heterogeneity expands the

set of ecological scenarios in which coexistence may be found as

well as the number of coexisting species arises as a natural ex-

tension of this work. Second, our framework omits the existence

of cell-to-cell interactions that occur during aggregation and fruit-

ing body development; including these could modify the invest-

ment in spores in mixed populations compared to clonal scenar-

ios ( Uchinomiya and Iwasa, 2013 ) and should be investigated in

future work. Third, our model does not include mutation, meiotic

recombination or horizontal gene transfer, all of which could re-

inforce strain coexistence. Although mutation rates are very low

in D. discoideum ( Saxer et al., 2012 ), meiotic recombination rate

seems to be sufficiently large to influence population composition

( Flowers et al., 2010 ). Fourth, an important direction for future re-

search should focus on the exploration of different tradeoff im-

plementing mechanisms, aiming to generalize the model to other

microbes. Particularly interesting is the effect of cell size on the

maximum resource uptake rate and division rate, here accounted

via a simple growth-reproduction tradeoff. Although a large lit-

erature has found power-like relationships between resource in-

take rate and cell size, recent studies in phytoplankton have re-

ported the existence of a tradeoff between nutrient uptake and

metabolism that is reflected by non-monotonic relationships be-

tween maximum growth rate and cell volume ( Ward et al., 2016 ).

The general mechanisms that regulate the relationship between

cell size and division rate across different scales and especially in

microbes are thus unclear ( Vadia and Levin, 2015 ; Lipson, 2015 )

and have not been tested in D. discoideum . Finally, diversifying the

sources of ecological uncertainty between the starving (mean star-

vation times) and the growing phase (amount and quality of the

resources together with strain specific dietary preferences ( Horn,

1971 )) would provide a more complete picture of the ecological

forces that drive the coexistence of bet-hedging strategies. 
t  

d  
. Materials and methods 

.1. Numerical simulations with fixed division rate 

We initialize the system with 1001 different strains given by

heir aggregator to non-aggregator ratio, α, and run numerical sim-

lations of the growth-aggregation-differentiation-starvation se-

uence defined by the model until time exceeds 2 × 10 8 hours.

trains are taken so that the values of α are uniformly distributed

n the interval [0,1]. The initial abundance of each strain is inde-

endently drawn from a standard log-normal distribution and sub-

equently normalized so that the entire population contains 10 8 

ells. 

At the end of the integration time, we measure the geno-

ype abundance distribution and determine the winning genotype

s the most abundant one. For computational feasibility, we stop

he simulation at t = 2 × 10 8 h, when, although one genotype is

uch more abundant than the others, several strains still per-

ist in the system. However, numerical simulations over longer

imes show that, in the absence of seasonality, only one strain sur-

ives if simulations are run for a sufficient time. When seasonality

s included, to evaluate the coexistence of several genotypes and

heir mean frequency in the population, we average the abundance

f each strain at the end of every season from t = 1.5 × 10 8 h to

 = 2 × 10 8 h normalized by the total population. When two strains

oexist, the distribution in the strain frequency becomes bimodal,

eflecting the coexistence of two genotypes. In addition to tempo-

al averages, when the starvation times are stochastic, mean values

re also obtained over 20 independent realizations. A single real-

zation is used for deterministic starvation times. 

.2. Numerical simulations of the complete model 

All the simulations start with an initial population compounded

y 401,401 strains (1001 values of α between 0 and 1 and 401 val-

es of c between 0.05 and 0.45). The initial abundance of each

enotypes is also drawn from a log-normal distribution and sub-

equently normalized so that the total population size is equal to

0 8 cells. Coexistence and the frequency of each strain in the pop-

lation is evaluated with the protocol followed for the model with

xed division rate. 
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ppendix A. Generation of truncated normal distributions 

A truncated normal distribution is usually defined in two steps:

i) choosing a standard normal distribution, called parent distri-

ution, of parameters ( ̄μ, σ̄ ) and (ii) specifying a truncation range

 a, b ). The probability density function (PDF) of the truncated dis-

ribution is obtained by setting the values of the original PDF to

ero outside the truncation range and uniformly rescaling the val-

es inside the range so that the norm is 1. The truncation changes

he mean value and the standard deviation of the original normal

istribution. These new values correspond in the model with the

http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/100000936
http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/100000879
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ean starvation time, λT , and the environmental variability ampli-

ude, σ , respectively. 

The truncated distribution will be symbolized by ψ( ̄μ, σ̄ , a, b;

) and its parental standard normal distribution by N( ̄μ, σ̄ ; t) . We

ill work with a = 0, b = 1 and t will be the length of the starva-

ion period. To obtain which distribution has the appropriate mean

alue, λT , and standard deviation, σ , the parental distribution has

o be obtained solving: 
 ∞ 

0 

ψ ( ̄μ, σ̄ , a, b; t ) d t = 

∫ ∞ 

0 

KN ( ̄μ, σ̄ ; t ) d t = 1 (A.1)

 ∞ 

0 

ψ ( ̄μ, σ̄ , a, b; t ) t dt = 

∫ ∞ 

0 

KN ( ̄μ, σ̄ ; t ) t dt = λT (A.2)

 ∞ 

0 

ψ ( ̄μ, σ̄ , a, b; t ) t 2 d t − λ2 
T = 

∫ ∞ 

0 

KN ( ̄μ, σ̄ ; t ) t 2 d t − λ2 
T = σ 2 

(A.3) 

hat gives the following system of equations that can be solved for

ach pair of ( λT , σ ) values 

1 

2 

K 

[
1 + Err 

(
μ̄

√ 

2 σ

)]
= 1 (A.4) 

1 

2 

K 

[
μ̄ + 

√ 

2 

π
σ̄ exp 

(
− μ̄2 

√ 

2 ̄σ 2 

)
+ μ̄Err 

(
μ̄

√ 

2 ̄σ

)]
= λT (A.5) 

μ̄σ̄√ 

2 π
K exp 

(
− μ̄2 

√ 

2 ̄σ 2 

)
+ 

1 

2 

K 

(
μ̄2 + σ̄ 2 

)[
1 + Err 

(
μ̄

√ 

2 ̄σ

)]

−λ2 
T = σ 2 (A.6) 

here Err (x ) = 

√ 

2 
π

x 
∫ 
0 

e −t 2 dt is the error function. To solve numer-

cally Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6) we use an approximation to the error

unction given by ( Abramowitz and Stegun , 1964): 

rr ( x ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

−1 + 

5 ∑ 

i =1 

a i f ( x ) 
i e −x 2 if x ≤ 0 

1 −
5 ∑ 

i =1 

a i f ( x ) 
i e −x 2 if x > 0 

(A.7) 

here f (x ) = 

1 
( 1+ p| x | ) with p = 0.32759. The values of the co-

fficients are a 1 = 0.254829, a 2 = − 0.284496, a 3 = 1.421413,

 4 = − 1.453152, a 5 = 1.061405. 

ppendix B. Simulation of the truncated normal distribution 

We use two methods to simulate the truncated distribution: 

1. If μ̄ ≥ 0 , we sort random numbers following the parental nor-

mal distribution. They are rejected whenever they are negative

and a new number is sorted until getting a positive value. 

2. If μ̄ ≥ 0 , the previous method may be extremely inefficient as

the number of rejections increases with decreasing μ̄. In this

case we use an acceptance-rejection method ( Gentle, 2006 ).

The basic idea is to find an alternative probability distribution G

such that we already have an efficient algorithm for generating

random numbers and that its density function g(t) is similar to

the truncated normal distribution, ψ( ̄μ, σ̄ , a, b; t) . The steps of

the algorithm are: 

(a) Generate a random number U 1 distributed as G . 

(b) Generate a random number U 2 from a uniform distribution

between [0, 1]. 

(c) If: 

U 2 ≤ ψ ( U 1 ) 

g ( U 2 ) 
(B.1) 

then accept U 1 ; otherwise go back to (a) and generate a new
number. 
Therefore, in order to minimize the number of rejections, the

atio ψ( ̄μ, σ̄ , a, b; t)/g(t) has to be lower but as close as possible to

 for all t . We work with g(t) = 1.3 N ( ̄μ, σ̄ ;0)exp( − 0.01 t ), which ap-

roximates the tail of the parental normal distributions N ( ̄μ, σ̄ ;t)

hen μ̄<< 0 and gives a high percentage of acceptances. 
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